Inspections

On this tab you can manage inspections.
Green = Completed and accepted
Red = Completed and not accepted
Yellow = Completed and accepted(incomplete)
Orange = In progress
Blue = Prepared
Purple = Template
White = Preparing

The options you can choose from will change depending on what type of inspection you choose.

Hygiene inspection will look like above.

Control inspections have some more options to choose from and needs to be
setup differently. Here you get to setup a target value.

Next tab is called control task. Here you can add the desired control group to
the inspection. Or, you can add just the desired tasks.

After an inspection is created you will have to press the three cogwheel button called create sample plan. Here you will choose the rooms/units you want
to be included in the inspection.

If u press the show inspection users button you can assign users and usergroups to the inspection.

By pressing an inspection and then pressing the button overview above show
filters you will see this view. Here you will see the sampling data and the units
status.

It is possible to setup scheduled inspections. This template will send out inspections automatically to whatever settings you desire.

There’s also a reminder configuration.

Choose days and/or hours until inspection will automatically be completed.

Press the print report button to get a pdf report of selected inspection. Choose
between control report and incident report. Incident report will only include
not accepted areas. Two tabs will be opened in your browser as shown below.
One called control report and the other called assessment form..

1. Basic information about the inspection.
2. Each inspected unit with status and comment.
3. Photos attached to the unit.
4. Below the arrow blueprints will be shown if you scroll down.

Assessment form of each inspected unit more in-depth than the inspection
report. Here you can see each control tasks status with comments and photos
aswell.

There’s also a filter option..

There’s also a filter option..

Press the filters button and add filter to save current filters settings for future
use. Choose a name and time interval to save filter.

